We define a Landmark Paper Index (LPI), calculate and analyze indices for all papers published in rheological journals ('h-journals') between 1990 and 2006. This paper offers some information about the criteria influencing the impact of publications on the (scientific) community. In opposite to the well known Impact Factor (journal sensitive) or the number of citations (article sensitive, publication year insensitive) the LPI helps to identify established and potential breakthrough contributions by considering the number of citations per year after publication, in a way which does not overestimate the few, highly cited, articles when performing averages. We discuss the effect of formal criteria on the LPI.
INTRODUCTION
In order to appreciate the need to define a novel index below, we start introducing a related, most often used measure in research evaluations, the so called ISI Impact Factor. It is in use to quantify quality of publications, effective prices of journals, and the scientific impact, not only of journals, but also of authors based on the number of articles and journals in which they published. Recent years have seen growing interest in the Impact Factor, and the dispute about its value [1 -10] . The Impact Factor for a given year and journal is defined as the total number of citations received in that year to articles published in the previous two years, divided by the total number of citable items (source items) published by the journal in those two years. Clearly, according to its definition the Impact Factor depends not only on the number of citations, but also on what the ISI defines as a source item. When comparing the rankings of journals within a given subject, care must be exercised in attaching too much importance to apparent positions in the rankings [1 -10] . Since the Impact Factor is an average measure, there is some element of error margin on either side. Recent citation analyses have estimated that the variations in Impact Factor due to statistical noise alone are as much as 40% for all published the same year. Their LPIs are -1, -0.48, -0.17, 0.35, and 1.29, respectively. The first three articles are considered as 'below average', according to the LPI, the 5 th article can be considered as a landmark paper with an LPI larger than unity. The LPI is subject-and time-dependent, easy to calculate for individual articles once the denominators (year-averaged quantities, normalization factors) have been determined for a given set (theme, subject area). The LPI assigns a relative importance to articles from a given set and allows the identification of breakthrough papers within disciplines, institutions, years, journals. While this article concentrates on hjournals, the qualitative behaviour of the denominator in the LPI definition as function of YoP is quite insensitive to the chosen subject area which makes it possible to approximate the denominator by the requirement that the mean LPI is zero for all articles under study, whenever the precise evaluation of the denominator renders difficulties.
RESULTS
All data shown in the figures had been collected by scanning citations between 1990 and 2006 for (in alphabetical order) Applied Rheology (AR), Journal of Non-Newtonian Mechanics (JNNFM), Journal of Rheology (JoR), Journal of the Society of Rheology Japan (SoSRJ), Korea Australia Rheology Journal (KARJ), and Rheologica Acta (RA). The graphs show excerpts of these data. Figures often show the number of articles versus a selected quantity together with the mean LPI for discrete values of this quantity in a bar chart. They clearly answer the question if the length of a paper, its number of cited references, keywords or number of authors, the length of the abstract or title influence the impact of an individual article, and which ingredients are necessary to allow a paper to become a landmark paper. A classification tree leading to comparable conclusions based on earlier data had been presented in [5] .
330 Applied Rheology Volume 16 · Issue 6 small journals (because of the large sampling error) and, even for large journals, are above 15%. A useful rule of thumb for the 'average' monthly journal is that two Impact Factors must differ by more than 25% to be meaningful. Otherwise they are just random variations. The Impact Factor was devised by and is calculated by ISI, part of the Thomson Corporation.
LANDMARK PAPER INDEX (LPI)
Now, the Landmark Paper Index (LPI) operates on the number of citations of individual articles rather than journals, but it can be also evaluated for whole journals, whole research areas, keywords etc. Such a quantity can potentially reduce the above-mentioned noise. If we denote with c(A) the today's total number of citations of an article A, and with YoP its year of publication, the LPI for article A is defined as where the denominator is a mean logarithm over all the articles of a given subject published in the year of publication of article A. For this manuscript, the chosen subject is 'publications in hjournals'. If all articles published in the same year were cited equally, the LPI is zero for all papers. A never cited paper has a negative LPI = -1. If each second paper was cited N times while all other papers remained uncited, the LPI for a cited paper is unity, independent of N. In general, the yearaveraged LPI is zero, but may be positive or negative for articles depending on their relative performance and their degree of impact. These features alone demonstrate the difference between Impact Factor and LPI, because the Impact Factor is not a relative measure, and it does not know about the performance of individual articles and the distribution of citations among articles. As a final example, consider 5 articles cited 0, 1, 2, 5, and 20 times, respectively, The size of the LPI is both given qualitatively through the coloring (for the online edition of Appl. Rheol.) from red (worst) to gray (medium) to green (best) and quantitatively by the square symbols. A LPI larger than unity is seldom and helps identifying breakthrough papers and recent articles with large potential. A negative LPI (red-gray) denotes a 'below average' contribution of minor impact. As demonstrated by Fig. 2 , the LPI is obviously correlated with another index, the total number of citations divided by number of years after the year of publication [5] . The LPI is seen to increase with the number of article pages (Fig. 3) . Articles in h-journals with more than 13 printed pages are -in average -better than those with fewer pages.
Typical landmark papers seem to have 30 or more pages. The typical number of article pages continuously dropped from 18.8 in 1990 and 16.4 in 2000 to 12.2 in 2006. The number of cited references is clearly increasing with increasing LPI (Fig. 4 ). It (therefore probably) increased from 22 in 1990 to 30 in 2006 while at the same time the number of article pages reduced, which is quite coherent with the increase of printer resolution during this period. As shown in Fig. 5 , the number of characters in the abstract of scientific articles mostly linearly increases with the LPI. The abstracts of the best manuscripts have at least 1000 characters. Abstracts with more than 2500 characters, in turn, seem to hide their message. Each page of any of the h-publications tends to receive quite a comparable amount of attention, i.e., citations. The length of abstracts recently strongly increased from 800 in 1990 and 1200 in 2002 to 1800 since 2005. Figure 6 demonstrates that the number of characters in the title of an article has little effect on the impact of an article. But there is a tendency to longer titles, since 1990 the mean number of title characters smoothly increases by one character each 2 years.
The number of authors has a large influence on the LPI, cf. Fig. 7 , and it steadily increased from 2.3 in 1990 to 2.9 in 2005. Improved communication and collaboration efforts may have originated this trend. Articles with four authors, usually involving more than one research group, are seen to produce comparably large LPI values. The number of keywords published with articles, as shown in Fig. 8 , is important for paper's reputation. High LPI articles usually have more than 7 keywords, and the best papers seem to have about 15 keywords. The mean number of keywords increased from 5 to 9 between 1990 and 2006.
In addition, we calculated journal-dependent mean LPI values for all articles published between 2003 and 2005, shown are mean values for the six above-mentioned journals. The JoR has clearly the largest fraction of high LPI papers, while the other h-journals except JSoRJ offer comparable performance in the time frame 2000-2005. The JNNFM currently publishes the largest amount of rheology-related articles in hjournals and offers a large amount of landmark papers [11 -20] , not only during the end of the last century, but also in 2005 [21 -30] . For the purpose of this article we scanned all properties of recent articles published in AR to identify those contributions with the largest overlap to high LPI criteria, the result is given as [31 -40] . A sample LPI for h-journals is shown in Fig. 9 for publications in the years 2000 -2005. This graph strongly fluctuates with the choice of time frame, but Fig. 9 should give an impression about the distribution of amount of publications over h-journals.
As has been pointed out in his article, it is not only the scientific content, but also the quality of presentation, and several formal aspects to be fulfilled by those articles which appear to give rise to a high LPI. Noticably, 10 out of the 12 most cited rheology-keyworded articles [41 -50] Figure 10 : For those articles published in h-journals, and covered by ISI, the reader can easily estimate the current and future relative impact of her/his articles by using this graph as described in the final text paragraph.
